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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the main themes in modem control theory is the utilization of 
norm based criteria to measure the optimal performance of a given control 
system. (See [3] and [lo] for detailed discussions on this topic.) Two of the 
most important norms employed in modem control analysis and design are 
the Hz norm and the H" norm. Indeed, the Hz norm is the basis of 
classical quadratic optimal control, while the H" norm appears in modem 
robust synthesis (and implicitly in the more classical loop shaping methods 
[31X 
This paper is concerned with combining the advantages of both Hz and 
H” control. Our starting point is a nice result of Kaftal, Larson, and Weiss 
[ll] which guarantees the existence of an interpolant which simultaneously 
satisfies an H" and an Hz suboptimality criterion. (See Section 3 for the 
precise definition of combined H"-Hz suboptimal interpolant.) Using the 
theory described in [7] on suboptimal H" interpolants, we can then give an 
explicit way of computing the combined H"-H ' suboptimal interpolant in a 
given H" problem. 
Since, as it will turn out, the combined H"-Hz interpolant is a central 
solution (see Section 3 for the definition), and such solutions are well known 
to be numerically robust, these interpolants should lead to an interesting class 
of combined H"-Hz controllers for feedback systems. 
The key tools we use are the aforementioned theorem of [ll] and the 
skew Toeplitz theory of [7-g]. We should finally add that a number of 
researchers have looked into the possible combined advantages of mixed 
H"-Hz control. See [4], [12], [13], and the references therein. 
We now summarize the contents of this note. First of all, in Section 2, we 
will discuss the inversion of skew Toephtz operators (which will be needed in 
Sections 4 and 5). In Section 3, we deduce the Kaftal-Larson-Weiss theorem 
from the central cornmutant lifting theorem. This argument will highlight the 
role of the central or maximum entropy commuting lifting in this topic. We 
also define our notion of “combined H"-H ' suboptimahty.” In Section 4 we 
describe a method for writing down combined H"-Hz interpolants, based on 
our parametrization of all suboptimal interpolants from [7]. Finally, in Section 
5 using techniques from [5], we give an alternative way of finding the mixed 
Ha-H ' suboptimal interpolants. 
2. INVERTING SKEW TOEPLI’IZ OPERATORS 
In this section, we will write down an explicit formula for the inverse of a 
certain skew Toeplitz operator which will appear in our computation of the 
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suboptimal solutions of a given interpolation problem. We base our treatment 
here on [7]. We should note that we have also derived a different algorithm 
for the computation of the norm of a given skew Toeplitz operator, which is 
given in [S]. However, since we will be interested in not only computing the 
discrete spectrum but also explicitly inverting the given operator, we believe 
that the algorithm given below is perhaps the simplest to explicate. The 
interested reader may compare the following treatment with that given in [8] 
and the book [5]. 
We will first need to set up some notation. All our Hardy spaces will 
be defined on the unit disc D in the standard way (see, e.g., [15]). Let w E 
H” be rational, and write w = p/q where p and q are polynomials of 
degree < n. We let m E H” denote an arbitrary nonconstant inner func- 
tion, H(m) := H 2 8 mH2, PHcm, : Hz -+ H(m) orthogonal projection, 
S:H2+H2 the unilateral shift, and T := P,c,,SIH(m) the compressed 
shift. Moreover, by slight abuse of notation, t will denote a complex variable 
as well as an element of dD (the unit circle). The context will always make 
the meaning clear. Of course, when C E dD, then 2 = l/l. 
Let P > Ilw(T>II, [th e essential norm of w(T)]. Note one can show that 
in fact (see, e.g., [5] and [I5]) 
]]w(T)]], = sup{]w( [)]:LE dD isasingularpointofm}. 
(This may even be taken to be a working definition of Ilw(T>II, for the 
purposes of this note.) Then one may show [2, 91 that the skew Toeplitz 
operator 
A, := $q(T)q(T)* - p(T)p(T)* =: c CkjTkT*j 
k, i=O 
(1) 
is essentially invertible, where the “constants” C kl depend on p and are such 
that Ekj = Cjk. Moreover, A,, is not invertible if and only if p is a singular 
value of w(T) (see [9]>. We now give a determinantal condition for determin- 
ing the invertibility of A,, and a simple formula for its inverse when it is 
invertible. 
In order to compute the inverse of A,, we will first have to compute the 
action of A, on an element of f E H(m). We write accordingly, 
f = cr;,j, iiif = 2 fpjp, 
j=o j=l 
(2) 
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and set 
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v* := [f_n ... f-l f. *** fn_J (3) 
where v* denotes the transpose of v. 
In order to state our next result, we need to set up some notation. For 
f(l) = cfjlj E H2, 
j=O 
we define the truncated Toephtz operator of size n to be 
Moreover given a polynomial 
g(l) = iI4 gjP> 
.j = 0 
we define 
g”( c> := 5 g,_,p 
j=O 
Then we have the folIowing result from [7]: 
LEMMA 1. Notation as above. Let 
P(b) = 2 Pj!Cjt +> = 5 ajj5j 
j=O j=O 
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be polynomials of degree Q n. Then 
P(T)a(T)*f= Pzf- Qa,p, 
where 
f or 
and 
N a.P 
:= p in . . . 21 - m[l a** l”-‘]Ti#Tz)T,#. 
( [ 
Notice that from Lemma 1 we have that 
Apf= (p21912 - Ip12)f+ (Q,,, - ~~Qq.q>= (4) 
Clearly, A,, is invertible if and only if the condition Apf = 0 means that 
S o suppose that Apf = 0 for some f E H(m). Then we 
(~~191~ - Ip12)f= ( p2Q,,, - Qp.& (5) 
As above, for a! a polynomial of degree < n we set a#(l) := <“a( 6). 
Then if we multiply (5) by 5 “, we see 
( P29#9 - P#PV = ( P2&,,i - 6,, Ju. (6) 
where d,,, := {nQq,q and similarly for 6,. p. Set 
A( 5) := ( P29#9 - P”P)W 
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We now make the following assumption of genericity: 
A( t ) has distinct roots all of which are nonzero. (7) 
We will need the following elementary result whose proof may be found 
in [7]: 
LEMMA 2. Under the assumption (7), A( 5) has r zeros (Ye,. . . , (Y, E D, 
r zeros l/S,, . . . , l/E,, and 2n - 2r zeros azrfl, . . . . CQ,, E dD \ u(T). 
(u(T) denotes the spectrum of T.) 
Now all the functions of (6) are analytic in a neighborhood of D except 
u(T) n dD = q(T) (the essential spectrum of T; see [15]). This allows us to 
plug the crj into (6) for 1 < j < r and 2r + 1 < j < 2n, obtaining 
[ P’Oq,q( Orj) - 0,. p( "i>]" = O. (8) 
Next note that lm2”A( 4’) = A( 5-l). Put 
40( C’) := C”9( L)> 
f*(S’) := m(L)f(C), 
h(l) := m(l). 
-- 
Then multiplying (5) by 5 “m( 5 ) and noting that the resulting equation 
admits an analytic extension to the complement of 0, we see 
*(mf*(l-‘) = [P240(5P)q(P) -p&-‘)1,(5-‘)]f*(p) 
= [ P2Q:,q(l-‘> - Q;.,(r’)]o (9) 
where Qi,4( 5-l) := I-“&( [-‘)Q,,, and similarly for Qi, p. Plugging the 
l&, 1 <j < r, into (9), we get that 
Note that Equations (8) and (10) form a system of 2n equations in the 2n 
unknowns 2). 
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From the above discussion, we may infer: 
THEOREM 1. With the above notation and under the assumption (71, we 
have that A, is not invertible (i.e., p is a singular value of w(T)) if and only 
if det M, =rO, where 
M, := 
(Note that M, is 2n X 2n.) 
Proof. Immediate from the above discussion. n 
We now assume that det MP # 0, i.e., A, is invertible. Consider the 
equation 
(11) 
A,f=u (12) 
where f, u E H(m). Then from the above argument, first multiplying (12) by 
t” and plugging in the roots of h( 5) in 0, and then multiplying (12) 
by 5 “m( t ) , and plugging in the roots of h( 6 ) in the complement of 0, it is 
easy to see that 
v =M-l^ 
P v, (13) 
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where 
(14 
where 
following: 
:= VL( l)u(l>. W e summarize the above argument with the 
COROLLARY 1. With the above notation and under the hypotheses of 
Theorem 1, if A,, is invertible, then 
f= 
5”u + ( P2&, - &&G-16 
A(l) (15) 
REMARK 1. 
(i) Equation (15) gives an explicit formula for the inverse of the skew 
Toeplitz operator A,,. 
(ii) The genericity assumption (7) can be removed via a limiting argument 
as in [9], in which case M, will have a certain degenerate form. 
We will now derive a simple expression for the optimal interpolants of an 
interpolation problem of the form (notation as above) 
p,, := /w(T) 11 = inf{ I/w - rnqllm : q E Ii”). 
More precisely, we will find an expression for 
(16) 
B 
opt = w - vopt (17) 
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where 
PO = IIBoptllm. (18) 
(4 opt is the optimal interpolant.) 
As above, we write w = p/q as a ratio of polynomials of degree < n. We 
assume that p. > ]lw(T)Il,, so that w(T) attains its norm, and p. is a 
singular value. From the above, we have an explicit expression for ho E H(m) 
such that 
[ ddwm* - P(T) P(u*lho = 0. (19) 
But clearly then, we have that 
i 
I - ;w(T)w(T)*q(T)* ho = 0, I (20) 
that is, q(T)*h, is a singular vector associated to the singular value po. But 
by a result of Sarason [Id] 
+“)*[qw*hol = B,ptd~)*ho- (21) 
Hence we can conclude that: 
PROPOSITION 1. With the above notation, 
opt’ (22) 
REMARK 2. We should note of course that (22) gives us a explicit way of 
computing the optimal compensator for the related H” optimization prob- 
lem. Indeed, in order to see this, just let 
and 
P(5) = ZE pi!C’, q(5) = 5qi4Y 
i=O i=O 
h=h,= eh,t”, 
i=O 
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Then if we note that 
[“p(T)*h = 2 pi[ ~“-‘I? - (yh, + -0. +f “-‘hj-l)] (23) 
i=O 
and 
J”q(T)*h = 5 iji[ l”-% - (yh, + ..* +[ n-% J] , (24) 
i=o 
using (1% (2% (23), and (241, we can readily solve for qopt, and from this get 
the optimal compensator for the given H” optimization problem. See [3, lo] 
for the standard technique of deriving the optimal compensator from 
the optimal interpolant qopt (via the Youla parametrization) in an H” 
optimization problem. 
REMARK 3. In Section 5 below, we will need to consider the inversion of 
the skew Toeplitz operator 
P29(T)*9(T) - P(T)*P(T). 
In our discussion above, we considered the inversion of 
(25) 
P29(T)9(T)* - P(T) P(T)*. (26) 
Using a construction from [15], we want to show how to go from the formula 
(15) for the inversion of (26) to one for the inversion of (25). 
For m an inner function, set 
G(5) := m(Z), SE dD. 
Moreover. we let 
the compressed shift on 
We now will define 
that 
f := P,,,,SI H( h), 
H(h). 
a unitary operator W, = W: H(m) + H(h) such 
W*ti = T*. 
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(Here, as above, T is the compressed shift on H(m). See also [5, Chapter IX] 
for the general case of all completely nonunitary contractions.) Indeed, let 
W : L2 -+ L2 be given by 
(Wh)( 5) := Gh( !c>> 4-E dD, 
where 
R(l) :=h(Q. 
We claim that 
WN(m) c H(A). 
Indeed, for h E H(m), note that 
m(l)h(t) I H2. 
Thus 
m(t)+?) E tH2. 
Hence. 
Further, 
Consequently, 
(%Wh)( [) = $( () A_ H2. 
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Next, in order to show W: H(m) + If(&) is unitary, we compute W *. 
Accordingly, 
(W*k, h) = (k, Wh) 
1 
=- 
/ 
2nk( e”)eitm( emit) h( ewi”) dt 
2r 0 
Hence, 
(w*k)(t) = h+3b). 
Since 61 = m, we see W,* = W,, and W*H(&) C El(&) = H(m), as 
required. 
Now we will show that WT = f*W. Note that 
Th = Sh - mh-,, 
where 
Eh( [) = ;h_, + 12h_, + 0.. . 
But 
WTh = WSh - h_,Wm 
= lwh - h_&i& 
= ZWh - i(Wh)(O) 
= F*Wh, 
as required. 
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Consider the skew Toeplitz operators 
Cjk = ckj> 
A := c cjkT*jTk, 
O<j, k&n 
c. Ik = ckj. 
(27) 
(28) 
Then 
A = W*A W. 
Thus an equation of the form [see Equation (la>], 
Af=u, 
becomes 
W*AWf = u, 
and so 
A(Wf) = Wu. 
Hence, we see that with the above computations, we may invert skew 
Toeplitz operators of the form A or A. 
3. KAFTAL-LARSON-WEISS THEOREM 
In this section, we will use a version of the cornmutant lifting theorem 
from [6] to prove the main result of 1111. See also [6] for a generalization of 
the work of [II] to the standard problem setting. In what follows, 2 will 
denote a complex separable Hilbert space. By “operator” we shall always 
mean “bounded linear operator,” unless explicitly stated otherwise. We let 
_.9@@ denote the set of operators of X 
We begin with the following result due to Sz.-Nagy (see [5, 151, and the 
references therein). Let T :Z+ 3 be a contraction, i.e., an operator such 
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that llTl\ < 1. Then there exists an isometry U on a Hilbert space 3 such that 
and P&U = TP,, where Pz: 3 -tZ denotes orthogonal projection. U is 
called the minimal isometric dilation of T. The commutant lifting theorem 
(see [16] and [15, Chapter II]) may be formulated as follows: 
THEOREM 2 (Cornmutant lifting theorem [16]). Let Zand X’ denote 
(complex separable) Hilbert spaces with T :2?+ 2, T’ :P + 2’ contrac- 
tions. Let A :Z+Z?’ be an intertwining contraction for T and T’, i.e., 
AT = T ’ A. Let U : 27 + 3 and U’ : X + X denote the minimal isometric 
dilations of T and T’ respectively. Then there exists a contraction B : 3 + X 
such that U’B = BU and Pz, B = AP,, where PzS : 55” + ii?+’ and Pz : 37 + A? 
denote orthogonal projections. B is called an intertwining dilation of A. 
All of the above dilations may be canonically parametrized by the closed 
unit ball of H” of a suitable Hilbert space. (See [5, Chapter XIV].) The 
dilation corresponding to the function R = 0 (i.e., the center of the ball) is 
called the central dilation or maximum entropy dilation. 
The following version of the commutant lifting theorem is a generalization 
of the Kaftal-Larson-Weiss theorem [ll] as well as the key for our algorithmic 
approach to that result. 
THEOREM 3 (Central commutant lifting theorem [6]). Let T : 2Y + 2 be 
an isomty, T ’ : 2’ + A?’ a contraction, and A :Z? + Z’ an intertwining 
contraction as above (i.e., AT = T’A) with /A(1 < 1. Then the central 
dilution, say B, of A satisfies 
<Of course, IIBlI < 1.) 
In order to facilitate the exposition of our algorithms, we recall the 
Kaftal-Larson-Weiss theorem as well as its proof based on Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4 (Kaftal-Larson-Weiss [ll]). Let c E L”, and let S > 1. Then 
there exists a function 4 E H” such that 
llc - dim 6 W(c), 
w!(c) 
IIC - 4112 G d= , (30) 
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where 11 . Ilm, 11. II2 denote the L”, L’ norms, respectively, and where 
d,(c) := L” - distance( c, H”), d,(c) := L2 - distance( c, H “). 
In particular, for 6 = fi we have that there exists #J E H” such that 
Ilc - +llm < &L(c), IIC - 4112 < d5d2(4. 
Proof We apply Theorem 3 to T = S the standard unilateral right shift 
on H 2, to T’ = U I L2 8 H 2 where U is the bilateral shift on L2 defined by 
multiplication by eit [U is the minimal isometric (also unitary) dilation of T ‘I, 
and to 
A := PLseH2MCIlH2, 
where 
1 
Cl := 6d,oc. 
Clearly AT = T' A. Let B be the central intertwining dilation of A as in 
Theorem 3, so that in particular, 
BS = UB, PI,zBHzB = A. 
Note that from the above, we have 
II All = A( cl) < 1, 
and moreover, there exists b, E L” such that 
B = M,,, Ib,llm G 1. 
Clearly, 
b, = M,,l = Bl. 
(1 denotes the constant function one in H 2.) Hence by the property (29) of 
the central intertwining dilation, we have 
hll2 G ~y-+-$ll(Z - wc1ll2 = &&d’(%). 
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(Note that ker S* g C.) But 
h = Cl - 41 for some $1 E H”, 
and so by the above, we see that 
But since 
1 
Cl = 6d,oC: 
we clearly have that 
IIAII = dm(cl) = $, 
from which we can derive the desired conclusion by taking 
qb := 6d,(c)c#Q. 
This completes the proof. n 
REMARK 4. In what follows, we will need to apply the above results to 
operators of the form w(T) where w E H" and T is the compressed shift on 
H(m) for m E H" a nonconstant inner function. (See Section 2). Thus even 
though it is immediate from the Kaftal-Larson-Weiss theorem that there 
exists 4 E H" such that 
llw - m~llm < Sd,(w, mH”), Ilw - dl2 G 
6d,(w, mH2) 
Jsz _ 1 (31) 
(just apply Theorem 3 to the L" function c := WE>, we would like to deduce 
this fact directly from the central commutant lifting theorem. 
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In this case, let 
and 
Note that 
and 
IIAll = $. 
Let B be the central dilation of A. Then SB = BS, and hence 
B = M,, for some b, E H", 
together with the fact that 
implies 
b, - w1 = -m+, for some & E H". 
Thus, 
llq - m4,11m = Ilb,llm = IIBII G 1, 
llq - m+,ll2 = llbll12 = IIBlll2 < 
&p llA1112 
Sd,(w,, mH2) = 
&K-i’ 
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( PmH P : Hz + mH2 denotes orthogonal projection.) Set 
Then 4 will satisfy (31) as required. 
Finally such a 4 will be called a combined H”-Hz suboptimul inter- 
poht. In the next section, we will give a simple procedure for computing 
such an interpolant. 
4. COMBINED H”-H 2 SUBOPTIMAL INTERPOLANTS 
In this section, we show how to derive the combined H”-H 2 suboptimal 
interpolant and the corresponding controller. We will use the notation of 
Section 2 here. 
The basic problem we consider is the following: given w, m E H”, m 
nonconstant inner, and p 2 p0 = Ilw(T>ll, find the set of all q8 E H” such 
that 
IIW - mq,~IIcz =G p. (32) 
For p > pa, we call such a qS a suboptimal interpolant. In particular, we will 
write down a simple parametrization of the central suboptimal interpolants to 
this problem. 
As above, we suppose that the weight is rational: w(z) = p(z)/q(z), 
where 
p( 2) = p, + zpl + ... +znpn 
and similarly 
q(z) = 4” + zql + **. f.z”qn 
(i.e., n is the maximum of the degrees of p and q, so some of the above 
coefficients may well be zero). Again, S denotes the unilateral shift on 
H2, H(m) := Hz 8 mH2, and T := PH(mjSIH(mj, where PHcm, is orthogonal 
projection. 
First, the optimal interpolant qopt corresponding to p = pa may be 
computed as in Section 2 (see Proposition 1). We thus turn now to the strictly 
suboptimal case: p > po. It is obvious in this case that the skew Toeplitz 
operator 
A, := p2q(T)q(T)* - P(T) P(T)* 
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is invertible and its inverse can be computed explicitly as in Section 2 (see 
Corollary 1). This is going to be used in the characterization of all the 
suboptimal solutions q8 E H” as in (32). 
This characterization is obtained using the one step extension procedure 
of [l]. Here we want to summarize the method briefly. (Full details may be 
found in [7].) Set m,(z) := zm(z>, and let T, denote the compression of S to 
H(m,) E H(m) &, Cm. Suppose that (Y E C is such that 
inf ]]w - am - mDqllm = ll(w - am)(Tc)II = p. 
</EH" 
Then if qOtt E H” is such that 
llw - am - m,q,“p,II = p, 
we let 
B,,,(z, a> := (w - am - m,q,:,)( 2). 
This setup is the key to the description of all the suboptimal interpolants. We 
quote the relevant results of one step extension theory from [I] and [7]: 
(i) There exists a circle r such that for all (Y E r, 
lb - am)tT”)Il = P. 
Further, for each cx E I?, there exists h” E Hz, ]\h”\]z = 1, such that 
ll(w - ~m>(TL)hall = P. 
(ii) Let $ : dD * r be a f=ed linear fractional transformation (~II 
denotes the unit circle). Then the set of all Bqs = w - v5 with 
II&J Q p, 
is given by 
{B,,(., I#+())) :U E H”, llullm G I}. 
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Furthermore, the equation of r can be explicitly calculated. Indeed, 
following [7], we set 
g1 := [ P24w~rf(m)~(S)* - p(Wrq,,,p(S)‘]m, 
g2 := %PW(l - mm(O) )> 
h, := A,'g,, 
h, := A,'g,, 
71 := P211d~“)*412 -II P(~“Pl12~ 
Y2 := 4lh P(T"PL 
y3 := -lqJ2, 
q1 := (h,, gJ - ~1, 
772 := (h,, g2) - ~2. 
773 := Ch,,ge) - ~3. 
Write 72 = q2r + iv2i. Then in [7l, we show that the circle r has center 
q:+_y!) 
and radius 
; := ( 171212 ,,17?3)1’2. 
(7 is just -T-,.J~~ written as a complex number.) 
Note that we can now express 4 : dD + r as 
(33) 
(34) 
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(We regard 77 as a complex number here.) For a given CY E C define 
h,(z) := m( 2) - h,( 2) - Eh2( 2) 
= m(z) -A,l[gdz) + %&>I. 
Then one can compute (see [7] for all the details) that 
%& a) = 
P24w*kY 
p( s)*h, - q. . (35) 
We summarize the above discussion with: 
THEOREM 5. The set of all functions of the form 
with qS E H”, such that I( B,,711m < p, is given by 
{Bq,(z) = %,t( z, 7 + Fu( z)) : u E H”, Ilutk < l}, 
where 11 and i are given in (33) and (34, respectively. 
It is now very easy to give a simple formula for the central solutions which 
lead to the combined H”-H 2 suboptimal controllers. Indeed, we have 
COROLLARY 2. Notation as above. Let 
p, := 6d,(w, mH”). 
Compute the center of the circle r, rl,, relative to p = p, > po. Then the 
combined H”-H2 suboptimul interpolant qc (i.e., qc satisfies (31)) can be 
derived from 
Bo& vc) = 
P2qW*h, 
p(S)*h,c - %% 
= w(z) - m(z)q,( Z)’ (36) 
Proof. Immediate from the above discussion, except for one crucial 
technical point. Namely, we still have to prove that the central dilation of 
(l/p)w(T) is gi ven by (l/p)B,,,(z, 7,). Without loss of generality, we can 
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assume p = 1 and thus that A := w(T) is a strict contraction, i.e., I)All < 1. 
The formula yielding the canonical parametrization of all the contractive 
commuting dilations B(S) = B of A is given in [5, Chapter XIV, Section 7, 
p. 4771 and can be written as 
B(Z) = By = as(z) + @(z)R(z)[l - W+)]-’ 
for z E D, where @,, Q2, Q E H” are uniquely determined by w(T), 
@i(O) = 0, and R is a free parameter running over the closed unit ball in 
H”. The central dilation corresponds to R = 0, that is, 
B” = aJ2. 
Since PH(,nj B(S) = W(s)PH(m,, it easily follows that 
for some 9a, 91 E H”. If R(z) = r = constant, then according to [5, Chapter 
V, Corollary 4.31, the one step lifting A, = PH,,,UjB(S)I H(m,) is of norm 1 if 
and only if It-1 = 1. But since T,m(T’) = 0 and Q1,(0) = 0, we easily deduce 
that 
A, = (w + v,(O) + my,(Ob-[l  %(Ob-1 l)(T) 
= b + [9”(O) + f-91(0)4}(~“)~ 
so that (Y E I (the circle discussed above) if and only if 
a = 90(O) + r91(0), I?-[ = 1. 
In this way [(33) and (34)1, 
90(O) = 54 = %)) 91(O) = i, 
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%p(Z,~) = @2(z) + Q’(z) 
a - 40(O) 
i 
1 - 41(z) 
ff - 40(O) -I 
%(O) I 41(O) 1 
z E D. 
Therefore, 
is the central solution. n 
From Theorem 3 (and Remark 4), qC will have the combined H”-H 2 
suboptimal property of (31). Using qC and the Youla parametrization (see [3]) 
it is now standard to write down the corresponding H”-H 2 suboptimal 
controller as a linear fractional transformation of qC and the plant in the given 
H” design problem. See also Remark 2 above. 
5. ANOTHER METHOD TO FIND THE COMBINED SOLUTION 
In this section, based on the results of [5], [6], and [7], we would like to 
discuss another method for finding a 4 E H” which satisfies the Kaftal- 
Larson-Weiss bounds given in (30). To this end, let c E L” and let A(c) 
denote the Hankel operator from H 2 to L2 8 H 2 with symbol c defined by 
h(c)h = rich, 
where h E H 2 and II is the orthogonal projection onto L2 8 H 2. The 
following result, whose proof will be sketched, is essentially contained in [5]. 
THEOREM 6. Notation as in Theorem 4. Let 6 > 1. Let c be a function 
in L”, and B the function in L” defined by 
B = R(62d:Z - h*A)-‘1 
(S2d:z - A*A)-‘1 ’ 
(37) 
where A = A(c), and 1 is constant function one in H 2. (We set d, := d,(c) 
and d, := d,(c).) Then B - c := -4 is in H”. Moreover, this B = c - 4 
satisfies the Kaftal-Larson-Weiss constraints (SO). 
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Proof. From our above discussion (see the proof of Theorem 4), we 
have shown that the central solution for the cornmutant lifting theorem can 
be used to construct a function +i E H" satisfying 
Furthermore using the results and notation of 151, this & is given by 
(39) 
where @ii and @si come from the Schur representation in Equation (8.31) 
in Chapter XIII of [5]. [In th’ is case A = A/ad, in (8.31) and the free Schur 
parameter F, = 0.1 So by adjusting the notation in that equation to our 
present setting we see that 
1, 
Considering (38) and (391, we see that (30) holds when 4 = 
completes the proof. 
1. (40) 
ad,&. This 
n 
Let m, w E H” be as in Section 4 with m inner and w = p/q rational. 
Set c := ?iiw. Then we want to use the previous theorem to explicitly 
construct 4 E H” satisfying 
Let A := A(c). Notice that Pwc,, = mIIFi H ‘. Furthermore, AmH’ = (0). 
This and A = ~,(,,,,w(S)l H(m) readily imply that 
A = A&,,,, = II?FiwQ,) = ZAP,,,, = iEp(T)q(T)PIZ’~c,,j. (42) 
Now let p := lid,. Note that Equation (42) gives 
($1 - A*A) = ,&‘,,P + ( p2Z - A*A)P,,,,, (43) 
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where P,,P = I - PHcm, is the orthogonal projection onto mH ‘. It is also 
easy to verify that 
P Hcm+ = 1 - mm(O) , Pm,21 = mm(O) . 
So by Equations (421, (43), and (44) we have 
(44) 
($1 - A*A)-ll 
1 
=- P 
P 
2 m.5’ 21 + ( p21 - A*A)-‘PHc,+ 
m 40) = 
P2 
+ [ P2Z - 9(T)*-1p(T)*p(T)9(T)-1]-1P,(,,1 
m 40) = 
P2 
+ 9(73[ P29(T)*9(T) - ?o)*P(731 -19(~)*P,,?n,l* 
Therefore, 
( p2z - fI*fI-? = 
m m(O) 
P2 
+ 9(T) 429(v+ 
where 
’ 1 -mm(O) [ I> (45) 
& := P29u)*9(q - p(q*p(T) 
is a skew Toeplitz operator of the form given in Section 2, Remark 3. 
Using Theorem 6 along with (42), c = ?i?w, and PHcmjm = 0, we see that 
w-m+= 
p(T) &‘9(7Y*[I - mm(o) ] 
[mm(O) /p2] + q(T)d;‘y(T)*[l -mm(O)] (46) 
satisfies (31). Finally, let g, denote the function in H” defined by 
g, := 82d:ii,19 (T)*[l - mm(O) ] (P= W). (47) 
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The above analysis proves the following result, which provides an explicit 
solution for the Kaftal-Larson-Weiss bounds. 
THEOREM 7. Let 6 > 1 and w, m E H” as above. Then the function 
w-m$=B,= 
P(T) gs 
mm(O) + q(T)& 
(48) 
satisfies (31). Explicitly, C$ = -Zi(B, - w) E H” and 
The above theorem readily leads to an algorithm to compute a function 
C$ E H” satisfying the Kaftal-Larson-Weiss constraints (31). First one uses 
the skew Toeplitz methodology in Section 2 to compute d,. AThen one 
uses the skew Toeplitz technique (Section 2, Remark 3) to invert A, and find 
g,. Then our w - rn+ satisfying (31) is given by (48). By the uniqueness of 
the central solution, we must have that the formulae (36) and (48) are 
equivalent. We leave it as an exercise to the interested reader to directly 
verify this. 
We conclude this paper by noting that our skew Toeplitz approach is the 
only procedure of which we are aware to compute a 4 satisfying (31) when 
m is irrational. Moreover, if m is Blaschke product of order k where n is 
small and k is large, then this procedure also provides a numerically efficient 
method for computing the function 4 satisfying the Kaftal-Larson-Weiss 
constraints. However, if this is not the case and m is rational, then the state 
space methods in [6] to compute a 4 satisfying (31) may be more efficient. 
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